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-

Time flies …. 

10 Years into Higgs Discovery !

Time for Precision Higgs Era !
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-

Where Are We Now?

๏ Our wish list has not change much from 10 years ago. 

๏ Discovery of Higgs and measurements of its property  

➡ Exclude certain models (technicolor,…)  

➡ Narrow down parameter space  

๏ Non-discovery of anything else   

➡ New physics gets heavier  

➡ A bit uncomfortable, big picture unchanged 
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Then What? 

Where is New Physics?  
larger mass? Small Coupling? Too much BG? 
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Then What? 

Where is New Physics?  
larger mass? Small Coupling? Too much BG? 

๏ Direct search for new particles

   Need colliders with larger energies (pp or e+e- with large Ecm)

๏ Indirect search for imprints on W, Z, top and Higgs 

   Need colliders/measurements with unprecedented accuracy

   (e+e- or pp with high luminosity)
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  LHC / HL-LHC Plan  
-

We are here.

LHC is a Higgs factory: 15 M Higgs 

HL-LHC: 170 M Higgs, 120 K HH pair
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Current and Future Colliders

e+e-pp
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A Light Higgs is Puzzling...

๏ Light, weakly coupled boson: mh = 125-126 GeV,   Γ << 1 GeV 
➡ spin 0, a new kind of fundamental particle, no charge, no structure 
➡ Nothing protects its mass ⇒ New physics beyond the SM
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๏ Light, weakly coupled boson: mh = 125-126 GeV,   Γ << 1 GeV 
➡ spin 0, a new kind of fundamental particle, no charge, no structure 
➡ Nothing protects its mass ⇒ New physics beyond the SM

Then What? Still a lot of hard, but fun work to do!
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๏ Light, weakly coupled boson: mh = 125-126 GeV,   Γ << 1 GeV 
➡ spin 0, a new kind of fundamental particle, no charge, no structure 
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that the BCS ground state (named after John Bardeen, Leon Cooper and Robert Schrieffer, 

Nobel Prize, 1972) has spontaneously broken gauge symmetry. This means that, while the 

underlying Hamiltonian is invariant with respect to the choice of the electromagnetic gauge, the 

BCS ground state is not. This fact cast some doubts on the validity of the original explanation of 

the Meissner effect within the BCS theory, which, though well motivated on physical grounds, 

was not explicitly gauge invariant. Nambu finally put these doubts to rest, after earlier 

important contributions by Philip Anderson (Nobel Prize, 1977) [28] and others had fallen short 

of providing a fully rigorous theory. In the language of particle physics the breaking of a local 

gauge symmetry, when a normal metal becomes superconducting, gives rise to a finite mass for 

the photon field inside the superconductor. The conjugate length scale is nothing but the 

London penetration depth. This example from superconductivity showed that a gauge theory 

could give rise to small length scales if the local symmetry is spontaneously broken and hence to 

short range forces. Note though, that the theory in this case is non-relativistic since it has a 

Fermi surface. In his paper of 1960 Nambu [27] studied a quantum field theory for hypothetical 

fermions with chiral symmetry. This symmetry is global and not of the gauge type. He assumed 

that by giving a vacuum expectation value to a condensate of fields it is spontaneously broken, 

and he could then show that there is a bound state of the fermions, which he interpreted as the 

pion. This result follows from general principles without detailing the interactions. If the 

symmetry is exact, the pion must be massless. By giving the fermions a small mass the 

symmetry is slightly violated and the pion is given a small mass. Note that this development 

came four years before the quark hypothesis.  

Soon  after  Nambu’s  work, Jeffrey Goldstone [29] pointed out that an alternative way to break 

the symmetry spontaneously is to introduce a scalar field with the quantum numbers of the 

vacuum and to give it a vacuum expectation value. He studied some different cases but the most 
important one was that of a complex massive scalar field 𝜑 =

√
  (𝜑 + 𝑖𝜑 ) with a Lagrangian 

density of the form 

𝐿 =   𝜕   𝜑  𝜕   𝜑 −  𝜇   𝜑  𝜑 −
𝜆
6
  (𝜑  𝜑) , 

where 𝜑 is the complex conjugate of 𝜑,  and the coupling constant 𝜆  is positive. This Lagrangian 

is invariant under a global rotation of the phase of the field φ, 𝜑   ⟶  𝑒   𝜑, ie. a U(1) symmetry 

as in QED, although not a local one. Suppose now that one chooses the square of the mass, 𝜇 , to 
be a negative number. Then  the  potential  looks  like  a  “Mexican  hat”:  
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real scalar field remains, the Higgs boson H , with mass M2
H =−2µ2 = 2λv2

and self-couplings:

H

H

H= −3iM
2
H

v

H

H

H

H

= −3iM
2
H

v2

Furthermore, some of the terms that we omitted in Eq. (25), the terms
linear in the gauge bosons W±

µ and Z0
µ, define the coupling of the SM Higgs

boson to the weak gauge fields:

V
µ

V
!

H= 2iM
2
V

v
gµν

V
µ

V
!

H

H

= 2iM
2
V

v2
gµν

We notice that the couplings of the Higgs boson to the gauge fields are
proportional to their mass. Therefore H does not couple to the photon at
tree level. It is important, however, to observe that couplings that are absent
at tree level may be induced at higher order in the gauge couplings by loop
corrections. Particularly relevant to the SM Higgs-boson phenomenology
that will be discussed in Section 3 are the couplings of the SM Higgs boson
to pairs of photons, and to a photon and a Z0

µ weak boson:

H

",Z

"

H

",Z

"

as well as the coupling to pairs of gluons, when the SM Lagrangian is extended
through the QCD Lagrangian to include also the strong interactions:

12

Why is Higgs puzzling

- μh, ! measured, not PREDICTED. - Like phase transition in 
superconductor. However

Not in known material.
Nobody dials the 
temperature from “outside”.- Parameters in V(") need to come 

from a (unknown) fundamental 
theory.
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๏ λ ~ 1/8, origin of λ ?

๏ extended Higgs sector? 
๏ stabilization of EW scale? 
๏ ...

Theoretically ... 
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๏ Is it a SM Higgs? Mass, width, spin, coupling, CP,...

๏ Is there more than one Higgs boson?

๏ Does this H decay to other things unexpected?

๏ Can we use H to look for new physics? 

๏ Where is new physics? Top partners? Dark matter?

๏ ... 

experimentally...

This talk focuses on the Higgs precision measurements.
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  Outline 
-

๏ Introduction   

๏ Precision Higgs measurements: current/future  

๏ Implication of Higgs precision measurements
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 Precision Higgs Measurements 
-

 Precision Higgs Measurements 
๏ Mass, width, spin, CP 
๏ Higgs couplings  
๏ differential distributions, STXS, Global fits

Higgs fiducial & differential measurements Higgs2021, 19.10.21

Introduction

2

• Large variety of ways that measurements of Higgs boson production  
can be presented and reported

• The focus of today’s talk is fiducial and differential cross-sections; talks 
following later today will focus the remainder of this spectrum

• Many of these now available with full Run 2 data from both ATLAS and CMS
Decay modes ranging from“golden channels” (H→4l & H→γγ),  
others where fully differential measurements can be made (H→ττ & H→WW),  
and those suited to more exotic phase spaces (H→bb)

Inspo fro
m N. W

ardle

See next talk by R. Hyneman

See talks on Yukawa couplings  
  by L. Gouksos & M. Ojeda

from Ed Scott

Specific coupling models 
(𝜅, EFT,…)
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Channel

categories Br

ggF  VBF   VH   ttH

Cross Section 13 TeV (8 TeV) 48.6 (21.4) pb* 3.8 (1.6) pb 2.3 (1.1) pb 0.5 (0.1) pb

γγ 0.2 % ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
ZZ 3% ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

WW 22% ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
    ττ           6.3 % ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
   bb 55% ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Zγ and γγ∗ 0.2 % ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
μμ 0.02 % ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Invisible 0.1 % ✓ (monojet) ✓ ✓ ✓

Nano Overview of Main Higgs Analyses at (HL) LHC 
O

bs
er

ve
d 

m
od

es

Remaining to be 
observed

Limits

Most channels already covered at the Run 2 with only 5% (~140 fb-1) of full HL-LHC dataset!

~4 M vets produced ~300 k vets produced ~200 k vets produced ~40 k evts produced

*N3LO

8

Δσ/σ [%] ggF 
(+bbH) VBF

VH
ttH tH

WH ZH
γγ 
 2.5


2
7.9 9.9 13.2 5.9 54

ZZ 2.5 9.5 13 15.2
WW 2.5 5.5 9.9 12.8 6.6
ττ 
 4.5 3.9 10 10.7
bb 19 8.3 4.6 10.2
μμ 7
cc 80
Ζγ 24 51.2 [GeV]HM
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Establish Decay and Production Mechanisms 
Measure mass, width, spin
Precision Measurements:  
               Differential, STXS, Global Fits
Search for Higgs Self-Coupling
Search for BSM Higgses 

Higgs at the HL-LHC

10

YR result

New for Snowmass

Run-2 result
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LHC Precision Higgs Measurements 
-

Mass 

Savvas Kyriacou (Johns Hopkins Uni.) HIGGS 2021 4

H→2γ + H→4l (par%al Run2 ‘16) 

Η→�l:

● Constrain m12 to mz to improve mH 
resolu�on

● BDT for sig.  / backgr. separa�on

H→ γγ:

● Tight isola�on req. for photons

● NN based diphoton vertex selec�on

● Per event resolu�on and signal to 
background categoriza�on

● Photon energy uncertainty dominates in 
diphoton channel 

● Combina�on with Run1 results

H→4l full Run2:
– J/ψ, Ζ used to improve μ  pt resolu�on

– BDT for ZZ*/HZZ* separa�on  with H pt, η     
and  Matrix element based discriminant  

– Per-event  - NN based – resolu�on (σi)  
es�ma�on

– DCB ?t 

First Full Run2 result!!!

Phys. Le8. B 784 (2018) 345

ATLAS-CONF-2020-005Mass: H→2γ+Η→4l,H→4l(ATLAS) 

HIGGS 2021

Savvas Kyriacou (Johns Hopkins Uni.) HIGGS 2021 5

Mass: H→4l,H→2γ+Η→4l (CMS) 
H→4l (par%al Run2 ‘16) 

– MELA based discriminant for 
signal/background separa�on

– ΜΖ1 constrainted

– 3 lepton channels (4e,4μ,2e2μ)

– Perform ?t in an inclusive category

– 3D ?t (Dbkg / m4l  / σm4l| m4l )

– Most precise single channel 
measurement

H→ γγ + H→4l  (par%al Run2 ‘16) 
– BDT based diphoton vertex selec�on

– BDT photon ID selec�on 

– Background extracted with discreet 
pro?ling method

– Improved detector calibra�on

– Use electrons to study energy scale 
uncertain�es and propagate to photons

Combined with 4l ‘16  + RUN1

Most precise measurement to-date!

Phys. Le8. B 805 (2020) 135425

JHEP11 (2017) 047

HIGGS 2021

Savvas Kyriacou (Johns Hopkins Uni.) HIGGS 2021 4
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– Per-event  - NN based – resolu�on (σi)  
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– DCB ?t 

First Full Run2 result!!!

Phys. Le8. B 784 (2018) 345

ATLAS-CONF-2020-005Mass: H→2γ+Η→4l,H→4l(ATLAS) 

HIGGS 2021

Savvas Kyriacou (Johns Hopkins Uni.) HIGGS 2021 5

Mass: H→4l,H→2γ+Η→4l (CMS) 
H→4l (par%al Run2 ‘16) 

– MELA based discriminant for 
signal/background separa�on

– ΜΖ1 constrainted

– 3 lepton channels (4e,4μ,2e2μ)

– Perform ?t in an inclusive category

– 3D ?t (Dbkg / m4l  / σm4l| m4l )

– Most precise single channel 
measurement

H→ γγ + H→4l  (par%al Run2 ‘16) 
– BDT based diphoton vertex selec�on

– BDT photon ID selec�on 

– Background extracted with discreet 
pro?ling method

– Improved detector calibra�on

– Use electrons to study energy scale 
uncertain�es and propagate to photons

Combined with 4l ‘16  + RUN1

Most precise measurement to-date!

Phys. Le8. B 805 (2020) 135425

JHEP11 (2017) 047

HIGGS 2021

ATLAS

CMS

PLB 784 (2018) 345 
ATLAS-CONF-2020-005

JHEP11 (2017) 047 
PLB 805 (2020) 135425

LHC

HL-LHC: 10-20 MeV
e+e- Higgs factory: < 6 MeV
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-

Savvas Kyriacou (Johns Hopkins Uni.) HIGGS 2021 7

Γ
Η
: H→4l Onshell (CMS)

● Extract the width from the Breit-Wigner 
lineshape 

● Limited by detector resolu)on

ΓH < 1.1GeV at 95% CL 

JHEP11 (2017) 047

Phys. Rev. D 92 (2015) 072010

(mH proFled)

CMS also performed a Higgs lifetime 
measurement ct : 

Savvas Kyriacou (Johns Hopkins Uni.) HIGGS 2021 8

Γ
Η
: OGshell (ATLAS)

Phys. Le8. B 786 (2018) 223

● Measure ra�o of onshell and o�shell yields

● Background interferes destruc�vely with signal 
in o�shell! 

● H→4l + H→2l2ν combina�on

● 220GeV < m4l <  2 TeV

● Fit: DME (4l) and MT
ZZ (2l2ν)

● ‘15+‘16 data

● Upper bound set 

 

Γ
H
 <  14.4 MeV 

HIGGS 2021

Savvas Kyriacou (Johns Hopkins Uni.) HIGGS 2021 8

Γ
Η
: OGshell (ATLAS)

Phys. Le8. B 786 (2018) 223

● Measure ra�o of onshell and o�shell yields

● Background interferes destruc�vely with signal 
in o�shell! 

● H→4l + H→2l2ν combina�on

● 220GeV < m4l <  2 TeV

● Fit: DME (4l) and MT
ZZ (2l2ν)

● ‘15+‘16 data

● Upper bound set 

 

Γ
H
 <  14.4 MeV 

HIGGS 2021

Savvas Kyriacou (Johns Hopkins Uni.) HIGGS 2021 10

Fit : 

Fit ΓΗ  , μv ,μf o�shel                 
+anomalous couplings (more later)

Combina%on of H→2l2ν (oGshell  Full 
Run2)  + H→4l (onshell Full Run2 + 
oGshell ‘15-‘16-‘17) 

Evidence for oGshell produc%on at 
3.6σ

Most precise ΓΗ measurement to-date

Γ
Η
: OGshell (CMS)

+2.4

-1.7
MeVΓ

Η
= 3.2 

See also dedicated
 talk by Mostafa

NEW!!!!

CMS-PAS-HIG-21-013

HIGGS 2021

Width

JHEP 11 (2017) 047๏ On-shell  (CMS 4l)

๏ Off-shell  

PLB 786 (2018) 223

CMS-PAS-HIG-21-013

ATLAS

CMS

LHC

Off Shell HVV Couplings  and Width

Extraction of the width using ratio between Off Shell and On Shell couplings 
Assuming that these couplings run as in the Standard Model and measuring 
them on shell allows for a measurement of the width of the Higgs boson!

(2
t

2
V )on shell = (2

t
2
V )off shell�H =

µoff shell

µon shell

⇥ �SM

H

12

Without the s-channel Higgs 
unitarity problem!

From J. Campbell

Higgs as a propagator:

Partial Run 2 dataset! PRD 99 (2019): ΓH = 3.2+2.8
−2.2 MeV

ΓH = 4.1+5.0
−4.0 MeVExpected sensitivity:

Combination with ZZ → 2ℓ2ν ΓH = 3.2+2.4
−1.7 MeV

Evidence for Off-Shell production at 3.6σ

Preliminary HL-LHC results show that a reasonable 
sensitivity can be obtained with 3 ab-1�H = 4.1+1.0

�1.1
<latexit sha1_base64="40f5K+uQ+2cgh9Pe0ZS6asqpUCs=">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</latexit>

at HL-LHC:

Remarkable result to follow closely at Run 3! 
How much better can be done at HL-LHC?

NEW  
Higgs 2021

See talks by Keti 
Kaadze, Savas 
Kyriacou and Mostafa 
Mahdavikhorrami

CMS Combination  with 4ℓ 2ℓ2ν

CMS-PAS-HIG-21-013

HL-LHC

e+e- Higgs factory: 0.1 MeV

Savvas Kyriacou (Johns Hopkins Uni.) HIGGS 2021 8

Γ
Η
: OGshell (ATLAS)

Phys. Le8. B 786 (2018) 223

● Measure ra�o of onshell and o�shell yields

● Background interferes destruc�vely with signal 
in o�shell! 

● H→4l + H→2l2ν combina�on

● 220GeV < m4l <  2 TeV

● Fit: DME (4l) and MT
ZZ (2l2ν)

● ‘15+‘16 data

● Upper bound set 

 

Γ
H
 <  14.4 MeV 

HIGGS 2021
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  LHC Precision Higgs Measurements 
-

Couplings

Higgs 2021Gavin P. Salam

The Lagrangian and interactions: two out of three qualitatively new!

3

ℒSM = ⋯ + |Dμϕ |2 + ψi yij ψj ϕ − V(ϕ)

Gauge interactions, structurally 
like those in QED, QCD, EW, 

studied for many decades  
(but now with a scalar)

Yukawa interactions.  
Responsible for fermion 

masses, and induces “fifth 
force” between fermions. 

Direct study started only 
in 2018!

Higgs potential (→ 
self-interaction). 

Holds the SM 
together.  

Unobserved

Gauge interactions 
studied for many decades 
now with a scalar

Yukawa interactions 
new 
study started in 2018

Higgs self-interactions 
unobserved
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-

Interpretations of ATLAS combined measurement of Higgs boson production and decay

26 ATLAS-CONF-2021-053ATLAS-CONF-2021-053

JHEP 08 (2016) 045 ATLAS-CONF-2021-053 CMS-PAS-HIG-19-005

Where do we Stand in Coupling Properties Measurements?

11%

11%

30%

26%

15%

14%

13%

ATLAS - CMS Run 1 
combination

�
<latexit sha1_base64="FcWnELPAYxWfUze6KWbqbOV+Isw=">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</latexit>

W
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JHEP 08 
(2016) 045

Measurements here assume 
no BSM in Higgs width

9

CMS 
  Run 2 

CMS-PAS-HIG-19-005

0.96 ± 0.07
−1.11 +0.14

−0.09

1.01 +0.09
−0.14

1.16 +0.12
−0.11

1.01 ± 0.11

0.94 ± 0.12
1.18 +0.19

−0.27

ATLAS  Run 2

ATLAS-CONF-2021-53

NEW  
Higgs 2021

1.04 ± 0.06
1.06 ± 0.06
0.99 ± 0.06
0.92 +0.07

−0.06

0.92 ± 0.10

0.87 ± 0.11
0.92 ± 0.07

6%

6%

6%
7%

11%

11%

8%

Current 
precision 

Still 25 times more data and reduction 
of a factor of 3 uncertainty! 

TH uncertainty dominant!
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2.4 Coupling Extractions and Combinations1983

2.4.1 Coupling Fits1984

In order to extract the implications of the predicted measurement precision shown in Table 2.9 on pos-1985

sible new physics models, constraints on additional contributions to Higgs couplings are derived. The1986

Standard Model makes specific predictions for the Higgs couplings to the SM fermions, g(hff ; SM) ,1987

and to the SM gauge bosons g(hV V ; SM) 1 . The deviation from the Standard Model couplings will be1988

parameterized using:1989

f =
g(hff)

g(hff ; SM)
, V =

g(hV V )

g(hff ; SM)
(2.9)

In addition to couplings which are present at tree level, the Standard Model also predicts effective1990

couplings h�� and hgg, in terms of other SM parameters. Change can be induced by the possible shifts1991

in the Higgs couplings described above. In addition, they can also be altered by loop contributions from1992

new physics states. Hence, they will be introduced as two independent couplings, with their ratios to1993

the SM predictions denoted as � and g .1994

Furthermore, it is possible that the Higgs can decay directly into new physics particles. In this case,1995

two type of new decay channels will be distinguished:1996

1. Invisible decay. This is a specific channel in which Higgs decay into invisible particles. This can1997

be searched for and, if detected, measured.1998

2. Exotic decay. This includes all the other new physics channels. Whether they can be observed, and,1999

if so, to what precision, depends sensitively on the particular final states. In one extreme, they can2000

be very distinct and can be measured very well. In another extreme, they can be in a form which2001

is completely swamped by the background. Whether postulating a precision for the measurement2002

of the exotic decay or treating it as an independent parameter (essentially assuming it can not be2003

measured directly) is an assumption one has to make. Results in both cases will be presented. In2004

the later case, it is common to use the total width �h as an equivalent free parameter.2005

In general, possible deviations of all Standard Model Higgs couplings should be considered. How-2006

ever, in the absence of obvious light new physics states with large couplings to the Higgs boson and2007

other SM particles, a very large deviation (> O(1)) is unlikely. In the case of smaller deviations, the2008

Higgs boson phenomenology will not be sensitive to the deviations e, u, d and s. Therefore, they2009

will not be considered here.2010

CEPC will not be able to directly measure the Higgs coupling to top quarks. A deviation of this2011

coupling from its SM value does enter h�� and hgg amplitudes. However, this can be viewed as2012

parameterized by � and g already. Therefore, there will be no attempt to include t as an independent2013

parameter. In summary of the previous discussions, the following set of 10 independent parameters is2014

considered:2015

b, c, ⌧ , µ, Z , W , � , g, BRinv, �h. (2.10)

In this 10 parameter list, the relation ⌃i�i = �h is used to replace the exotic decay branching ratio with2016

the total width.2017

Several assumptions can be made that can lead to a reduced number of parameters (see also [38, 39]).2018

For instance a 9 parameter fit can be defined assuming lepton universality:2019

b, c, ⌧ = µ, Z , W , � , g, BRinv, �h. (2.11)

1For the discussion of coupling fits and their implications, 00
h

00 is used to denoted the 125 GeV Higgs boson.
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  HL-LHC 
-

Higgs Production and Couplings 
Brief Review

11

• Study performed for the ESG


• YR 18 uncertainties (S2 
scenario)


• H→μμ and H→Zγ 
measurements still limited by 
size of the collected dataset 


• Other couplings currently 
dominated by theoretical 
uncertainties


• Often experiments 
outperform expected 
projections for experimental 
uncertainties

๏ 2-4% for most couplings, Z𝛄 10% 
๏ µµ, Z𝛄 statistical limited 
๏ Others dominated by theoretical uncertainties 
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Theoretical Uncertainties
-

Higgs 2021Gavin P. Salam

the master formula

12

σ = ∑
i,j

∫ dx1dx2 fi/p(x1) fj/p(x2) ̂σ(x1x2s) × [1 + #(Λ/M)p]
from Gavin Salam

Progress in TH Prediction (in a tiny nutshell)
6

 Improvements in precision from 
the Lattice (until FCC-ee Z hadronic)
αS

PDFs already at 1% (CT18 - NNPDF) 
Discussions ongoing

Gavin Salam

- PDF and 


- Finite quark masses effects

- Missing EW and mixed EW-

QCD corrections

- Mismatch in the PDF (NNLO) 

and perturbative order N3LO

- Missing HO beyond N3LO

αS

Alexander Huss

Many more signal processes!

σggF = 48.68 ± 3.9 (scales) ± 1.9 (PDF) ± 2.6 (αS) Pb

Gavin Salam

Simon Plätzer
Frank Siegert 

Modelling of signal and background key!

- NLO QCD and EW predictions matched to PS 

- NNLO PS matching

- CPU time challenge

Parton distribution functions (PDFs) 
(non-perturbative, universal)

hard scattering 
(perturbative)

non-perturbative effects 
(power suppressed)

Lots of hard work to be done to reduce the theoretical uncertainty.
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 Precision Measurements @ Higgs Factory

1.2 Theoretical structure of the Standard Model Higgs boson

Table 1.1. The Standard Model values of branching ratios of fermionic decays of the Higgs boson for each value of
the Higgs boson mass mh.

mh (GeV) bb̄ ·
+

·
≠

µ
+

µ
≠

cc̄ ss̄

125.0 57.7 % 6.32 % 0.0219 % 2.91 % 0.0246 %
125.3 57.2 % 6.27 % 0.0218 % 2.89 % 0.0244 %
125.6 56.7 % 6.22 % 0.0216 % 2.86 % 0.0242 %
125.9 56.3 % 6.17 % 0.0214 % 2.84 % 0.0240 %
126.2 55.8 % 6.12 % 0.0212 % 2.81 % 0.0238 %
126.5 55.3 % 6.07 % 0.0211 % 2.79 % 0.0236 %

Table 1.2. The Standard Model values of branching ratios of bosonic decays of the Higgs boson for each value of
the Higgs boson mass mh. The predicted value of the total decay width of the Higgs boson is also listed for each
value of mh.

mh (GeV) gg ““ Z“ W
+

W
≠

ZZ �H (MeV)
125.0 8.57 % 0.228 % 0.154 % 21.5 % 2.64 % 4.07
125.3 8.54 % 0.228 % 0.156 % 21.9 % 2.72 % 4.11
125.6 8.52 % 0.228 % 0.158 % 22.4 % 2.79 % 4.15
125.9 8.49 % 0.228 % 0.162 % 22.9 % 2.87 % 4.20
126.2 8.46 % 0.228 % 0.164 % 23.5 % 2.94 % 4.24
126.5 8.42 % 0.228 % 0.167 % 24.0 % 3.02 % 4.29

are listed for mh = 125.0, 125.3, 125.6, 125.9, 126.2 and 126.5 GeV [47]. In Table 1.2 the predicted
values of the total decay width of the Higgs boson are also listed. It is quite interesting that with
a Higgs mass of 126 GeV, a large number of decay modes have similar sizes and are accessible to
experiments. Indeed, the universal relation between the mass and the coupling to the Higgs boson for
each particle shown in Fig. 1.1 can be well tested by measuring these branching ratios as well as the
total decay width accurately at the ILC. For example, the top Yukawa coupling and the triple Higgs
boson coupling are determined respectively by measuring the production cross sections of top pair
associated Higgs boson production and double Higgs boson production mechanisms.

1.2.4 Higgs production at the ILC

At the ILC, the SM Higgs boson h is produced mainly via production mechanisms such as the
Higgsstrahlung process e

+
e

≠
æ Z

ú
æ Zh (Fig. 1.3 Left) and the the weak boson fusion processes

e
+

e
≠

æ W
+ú

W
≠ú

‹‹̄ æ h‹‹̄ (Fig. 1.3 (Middle)) and e
+

e
≠

æ Z
ú
Z

ú
e

+
e

≠
æ he

+
e

≠. The
Higgsstrahlung process is an s-channel process so that it is maximal just above the threshold of the
process, whereas vector boson fusion is a t-channel process which yields a cross section that grows
logarithmically with the center-of-mass energy. The Higgs boson is also produced in association with
a fermion pair. The most important process of this type is Higgs production in association with a top
quark pair, whose typical diagram is shown in Fig. 1.3 (Right). The corresponding production cross
sections at the ILC are shown in Figs. 1.4 (Left) and (Right) as a function of the collision energy by
assuming the initial electron (positron) beam polarization to be ≠0.8 (+0.2).

The ILC operation will start with the e
+

e
≠ collision energy of 250 GeV (just above threshold for

hZ production), where the Higgsstrahlung process is dominant and the contributions of the fusion
processes are small, as shown in Fig. 1.4 (Left) . As the center-o�-mass energy,

Ô
s increases, the

Z

Z
He+

e< i

i<

W

W
H

e+

e<

e
+

e
−

H

t

t
-

γ/Z

Figure 1.3. Two important Higgs boson production processes at the ILC. The Higgsstrahlung process (Left), the
W-boson fusion process (Middle) and the top-quark association (Right).

19

๏ Determine all Higgs couplings (model-independent) 
๏ Infer Higgs total decay width 
๏ probe invisible/exotic Higgs decay

collider CEPC FCC-ee ILC
p
s 240 GeV 240 GeV 365 GeV 250 GeV 350 GeV 500 GeVR
Ldt 5.6 ab�1 5 ab�1 1.5 ab�1 2 ab�1 200 fb�1 4 ab�1

production Zh Zh Zh ⌫⌫̄h Zh Zh ⌫⌫̄h Zh ⌫⌫̄h

��/� 0.5% 0.5% 0.9% � 0.71% 2.0% � 1.05 �

decay �(� · BR)/(� · BR)

h ! bb̄ 0.27% 0.3% 0.5% 0.9% 0.46% 1.7% 2.0% 0.63% 0.23%

h ! cc̄ 3.3% 2.2% 6.5% 10% 2.9% 12.3% 21.2% 4.5% 2.2%

h ! gg 1.3% 1.9% 3.5% 4.5% 2.5% 9.4% 8.6% 3.8% 1.5%

h ! WW
⇤ 1.0% 1.2% 2.6% 3.0% 1.6% 6.3% 6.4% 1.9% 0.85%

h ! ⌧
+
⌧
� 0.8% 0.9% 1.8% 8.0% 1.1% 4.5% 17.9% 1.5% 2.5%

h ! ZZ
⇤ 5.1% 4.4% 12% 10% 6.4% 28.0% 22.4% 8.8% 3.0%

h ! �� 6.8% 9.0% 18% 22% 12.0% 43.6% 50.3% 12.0% 6.8%

h ! µ
+
µ
� 17% 19% 40% � 25.5% 97.3% 178.9% 30.0% 25.0%

(⌫⌫̄)h ! bb̄ 2.8% 3.1% � � 3.7% � � � �

Table 3. Estimated statistical precisions for Higgs measurements obtained at the proposed CEPC
program with 5.6 ab�1 integrated luminosity [27, 45], FCC-ee program with 5 ab�1 integrated lumi-
nosity [41, 42], and ILC with various center-of-mass energies [32].

The 2HDM Lagrangian for the Higgs sector is given by

L =
X

i

|Dµ�i|
2
� V (�1,�2) + LYuk , (3.2)

with the CP-conserving potential

V (�1,�2) = m
2
11�

†
1�1 + m

2
22�

†
2�2 � m

2
12(�

†
1�2 + h.c.) +

�1

2
(�†

1�1)
2 +

�2

2
(�†

2�2)
2

+�3(�
†
1�1)(�

†
2�2) + �4(�

†
1�2)(�

†
2�1) +

�5

2

h
(�†

1�2)
2 + h.c.

i
, (3.3)

and a soft Z2 symmetry breaking term m
2
12.

One of the four neutral components and two of the four charged components are eaten

by the SM gauge bosons Z, W
± after the EWSB, providing their masses. The remaining

physical mass eigenstates are two CP-even neutral Higgs bosons h and H, with mh < mH ,

one CP-odd neutral Higgs boson A, plus a pair of charged Higgs bosons H
±. Instead of the

eight parameters appearing in the Higgs potential m2
11,m

2
22,m

2
12,�1,2,3,4,5, a more convenient

set of the parameters is v, tan�,↵,mh,mH ,mA,mH± ,m2
12, where ↵ is the rotation angle

diagonalizing the CP-even Higgs mass matrix. We choose mh = 125 GeV to be the SM-like

Higgs boson.

– 6 –
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 Precision Measurements @ Higgs Factory

HL-LHC S1/S2

CEPC 240 GeV at 5.6 ab-1 wi/wo HL-LHC

κb κt|κc κg κW κτ κZ κγ
10-3

10-2

10-1

1

R
el
at
iv
e
Er
ro
r

Precision of Higgs coupling measurement (7-parameter Fit)

CEPC, 1810.09037
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EFT Description
-

๏ EFT: Operators with coefficient suppressed by NP scale 𝛬 
๏ standard tool to study large exp data set 
๏ correlate Higgs, top, EW sector  
๏ model independent  
๏ caveat…  See Tim Cohen talk @ Higgs 2021  

SMEFT and Dim-6 EFT Operators relevant to Higgs physics 
If New Physics degrees of freedom can be integrated out,!
Higgs is SM-like and New Physics can manifest itself through !
higher-dimension effective interactions between SM fields;

Non-redundant basis of operators!
defined by Warsaw basis!

generally used in !
extraction of experimental!

constraints by ATLAS and CMS: 

Scale-dependent Wilson coefficients Ci(Q2) encode New Physics !
deviations from SM and can be probed by experimental !
measurements:

(S)

(T)

EFT with SM fields including !
SM Higgs doublet defines!
commonly used SMEFT !

(but see caveats in Tim Cohen’s talk);
SM dim-2 and dim-4 interactions!

 + higher dimensional !
interactions between allowed!

combinations of SM fields;

Buchmuller, Wyler Nucl.Phys. B268 (1986) 621!
Grzadkowski et al arXiv:1008.4884!

Brivio, Trott, arXiv:1706.08945 (see Ilaria Brivio’s talk)

SMEFT in the Higgs sector

tree-level: „ 17 operators
Higgs only

also in EWPO
also in top

C
p1q
Hl ,C

p3q
Hl ,CHe

C
p1q
Hq ,C

p3q
Hq ,CHu ,CHd

CHW ,CHB ,CHWB

CbH ,CτH ,CµH

CHG
CtH

`CHD ,CH˝,C
1
ll

CtG

Ilaria Brivio (ITP Heidelberg) EFT tools and global fits 2/14

from Ilaria Brivio

SMEFT (Warsaw basis)

SMEFT in the Higgs sector

tree-level: „ 17 operators
Higgs only

also in EWPO
also in top

C
p1q
Hl ,C

p3q
Hl ,CHe

C
p1q
Hq ,C

p3q
Hq ,CHu ,CHd

CHW ,CHB ,CHWB

CbH ,CτH ,CµH

CHG
CtH

`CHD ,CH˝,C
1
ll

CtG

Ilaria Brivio (ITP Heidelberg) EFT tools and global fits 2/14
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EFT
-

SMEFT in the Higgs sector

tree-level: „ 17 operators
Higgs only

also in EWPO
also in top

C
p1q
Hl ,C

p3q
Hl ,CHe

C
p1q
Hq ,C

p3q
Hq ,CHu ,CHd

CHW ,CHB ,CHWB

CbH ,CτH ,CµH

CHG
CtH

`CHD ,CH˝,C
1
ll

CtG

Ilaria Brivio (ITP Heidelberg) EFT tools and global fits 2/14

LHC

HL-LHC/Higgs factory

37

Reach on the scale of new physics

OH OWW OBB OHW OHB OGG Oyt Oyc Oyb Oyτ Oyμ O3W OWB OT OHe OHq O'Hq OHu OHd Oll
0.1

1

10

102
95% CL reach from the full EFT fit

HL-LHC S1
HL-LHC S2
CEPC only
CEPC + HL-LHC S2

light shade: individual fit (one operator at a time)
solid shade: global fit

LEP/SLD included
for all scenarios

! Reach on the scale of new physics Λ.
! Note: reach depends on the couplings ci!

Jiayin Gu (顾嘉荫) Fudan University

Standard Model Effective Field Theory and (my personal view of) the future of particle physics

Blas et. al., 1907.04311

Ellis et. al., 2012.02779
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  Higgs self-coupling 
-

Higgs boson self coupling

Multiple channels investigated: depending on the both Higgs 
decays considering (bb, yy, tautau, WW) - All complex 
topologies!!

Incredibly small cross section ~1000 times smaller than 
Higgs production!

4 b-jets event 

g

g

(a) (b)

g

g
t

H

H

H

H

H

The Higgs self coupling is also key to the HL-LHC 
program!

Huge challenge! but still more than 100k event will be 
produced at HL-LHC! 

Very similar analysis as the Off-shell Higgs couplings!

27

๏ small CS: 1000 times smaller 
than Higgs 
๏ 120 K HH events at HL-LHC

Ultimate DetectorsTowards a Measurement of the Higgs Self Coupling
At HL-LHC

0.5 < � < 1.5
<latexit sha1_base64="OdPyyYciqbeWV33fG1gMnEKR1gM=">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</latexit>

Current estimates yield an observation of an HH signal at 4σ

50% level constraints on the Higgs boson self coupling!

Already impressive, must try all we can to improve!!

29

From P. Huang, A. Long and L.-T. Wang

Probing 1st order phase transition and GW signals
The sensitivity of HL-LHC to the trilinear coupling could constrain 
models which would predict strongly first order EW phase transition!

In these cases, signals of stochastic background (e.g. collisions of 
bubbles) in the phase transition could potentially be detected by next 
generation interferometers like eLISA*)  

*eLISA: evolved LISA

Ultimate DetectorsTowards a Measurement of the Higgs Self Coupling
At HL-LHC

0.5 < � < 1.5
<latexit sha1_base64="OdPyyYciqbeWV33fG1gMnEKR1gM=">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</latexit>

Current estimates yield an observation of an HH signal at 4σ

50% level constraints on the Higgs boson self coupling!

Already impressive, must try all we can to improve!!

29

From P. Huang, A. Long and L.-T. Wang

Probing 1st order phase transition and GW signals
The sensitivity of HL-LHC to the trilinear coupling could constrain 
models which would predict strongly first order EW phase transition!

In these cases, signals of stochastic background (e.g. collisions of 
bubbles) in the phase transition could potentially be detected by next 
generation interferometers like eLISA*)  

*eLISA: evolved LISA
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σ × Br
γγ γγ ττexp. WW bb      bb bbWW bbbb bb4l

0.1 % 0.26 % 7% 25% 34% 1.5%*

ATLAS <747 (386) <4.1 (5.5) <4.7 (3.9) - <12.9 (21) -

CMS - <7.7 (5.2) <30 (25) <79 (89) <3.7 (7.3) 30 (37)

Summary  in terms of limits on HH production

Full data results in all channels are being finalised and combinations starting!
*without the Z leptonic branching of 3.3% ~4 events expected at HL-LHC high s/b ~ 5

−1.0 < κλ < 6.6

−1.2 < κλ < 7.2

ATLAS 
Combination of 

 and bbττ bbγγ

NEW  
Higgs 2021

NEW  
Higgs 2021

Observed constraint on trilinear 
coupling at 95% CL:

Expected range:

With the improvement of the full Run 2 
dataset analyses Back of the envelope 
calculation with  should get 
close to  sensitivity (ATLAS and 
CMS combined)!

0.5 ab−1

2σ

Major and exciting challenge for Run 3!

Towards a Measurement of the Higgs Self Coupling
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Towards a Measurement of the Higgs Self Coupling

LHC HL-LHC

18 OVERVIEW OF THE PHYSICS CASES FOR CEPC-SPPC

These possibilities are associated with totally different underlying dynamics for electroweak symme-512

try breaking than the Standard Model, requiring new physics beyond the Higgs around the weak scale.513

They also have radically different theoretical implications for naturalness, the hierarchy problem and514

the structure of quantum field theory.515

The leading difference between these possibilities show up in the cubic Higgs self-coupling. In516

the standard model, minimizing the potential gives v2 = 2m2/�. Expanding around this minimum517

h = (v + H)/
p

2 gives V (H) = 1
2m2

H
H2 + 1

6µH3 + · · · , with m2
H

= �v2 and µSM = 3(m2
H

/v).518

Now consider the example with the quartic balancing against a sextic, for the sake of simplicity to519

illustrate the point, let’s take the limit where the m2 term in the potential can be neglected. Now the520

potential is minimzed for v2 = 2|�|⇤2, and we find m2
H

= 2�v2, µ = 7m2
H

/v = (7/3)µSM , giving521

an O(1) deviation in the cubic Higgs coupling relative to the Standard Model. In the case with the522

non-analytic (h†h)2 log(h†h) potential, the cubic self-coupling is µ = (5/3)µSM .523

The LHC will not have the sensitivity to the triple higgs coupling to distinguish these possibilities.524

Even larger departures from the standard picture are possible-e don’t even know whether the dynamics525

of symmetry breaking is well-approximated by a single light, weakly coupled scalar; there may be a526

number of light scalars, and not all of them need be weakly coupled!527

Nature of EW phase transition

- Consider a model Higgs + singlet
Simplest, but also hardest to discover.
Good testing case.

h

Wednesday, August 13, 14

?

See also Jing Shu and Tao Liu’s talk

Tuesday, January 20, 15

Figure 2.11 Question of the nature of the electroweak phase transition.

Understanding this physics is also directly relevant to one of the most fundamental questions we can528

ask is about any symmetry breaking phenomenon–what is the order of the associated phase transition?529

How can we experimentally decide whether the electroweak phase transition in the early universe was530

second order or first order? In many ways, this question is the most obvious next step following the531

Higgs discovery: having understood what breaks electroweak symmetry, we must now undertake an532

experimental program to probe how electroweak symmetry is restored at high energies.533

A first-order phase transition is also strongly motivated by the possibility of electroweak baryoge-534

nesis. While the origin of the baryon asymmetry is one of the most fascinating questions in physics,535

it is frustratingly straightforward to build models for baryogenesis at ultra-high energy scales, with no536

direct experimental consequences. However, we aren’t forced to defer this physics to the deep ultravi-537

olet: as is well-known the dynamics of electroweak symmetry breaking itself beautifully provides all538

the ingredients needed for baryogenesis. At temperatures far above the weak scale, where electroweak539

symmetry restored, electroweak sphalerons are unsuppressed, and violate baryon number. As the tem-540

perature cools to near the electroweak transition, bubbles of the symmetry breaking vacuum begin to541

appear. CP violating interactions between particles in the thermal bath and the expanding bubble walls542

can generate a net baryon number. If the phase transition is too gradual (second order), then the Higgs543

vev inside the bubbles turns on too slowly, so the sphalerons are still active inside the bubble, killing the544

baryon asymmetry generated in this way. But if the transition is more sudden (first order), the Higgs545

vev inside the bubble right at the transition is large, so the sphalerons inside the bubble are Boltzmann546
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  Higgs self-coupling 
-

What do we expect at future e+e- facilities?

22
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New Physics Implication
-

Experimental observables

Various Ki 

(with correlation)
Coeff of EFT operators 

(with correlation)

parameters in New 
Physics Models
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MSSM: mA vs. tanβ
-
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Figure 4. 95% C.L. allowed region in tan� vs. mA plane with the CEPC precisions for Xt = 0 (zero
mixing, left panel) and Xt = 2mSUSY (max-mixing, right panel). For each panel, di↵erent colored
curve corresponds to di↵erent values of mSUSY, with region above the curve allowed. The LHC Run-II
direct search limits based on A/H ! ⌧⌧ [48] are shown in the grey shaded region.

values of mA, with region above the curve allowed, except for the mA = 2 TeV (blue curves)

in the right panel, in which region between two curves is allowed. In general, mA < 1 TeV

are excluded for both the zero-mixing and max-mixing cases. The lower limits on tan� are

relaxed for larger values of mA, and is sensitive to the values of mA for 1.5 TeV < mA < 2

TeV. For the max-mixing case and a given mA, there are the upper limit for mSUSY at large

tan�, as shown in the right panel of Fig. 5. This is due to the too large contribution to mh

for larger values of mSUSY. For mA = 3 TeV, the upper limit for mSUSY is larger than 3 TeV,

therefore not shown in the plot.

To illustrate the potential impact of future improvement in the MSSM prediction of mh,

in Fig. 6, we show the 95% C.L. allowed region in mA vs. mSUSY plane for �mh = 3 GeV

(solid curve) 2 GeV (dashed curve) and 1 GeV (dotted curve). The lower limit on mSUSY

for the zero-mixing case, and the upper limit on mSUSY for the max-mixing case depend

sensitively on the values of �mh. Therefore, it is crucial to improve the precision in the mh

calculation in the MSSM, which allows us to obtain tight constraints on the SUSY mass scale,

in particular, on the stop sector, once Higgs precision measurements are available at future

Higgs factories.

– 11 –

complementary to 
LHC direct search

 H. Li, SS, W. Su, J. Yang, 2010.09782
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Tree-level 2HDM fit
-

2HDM, LHC/CEPC fit
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Figure 2. The allowed region in the plane of tan� vs. cos(� � ↵) at 95% C.L. for the four types of
2HDM, given LHC and CEPC Higgs precision measurements. For future measurements, we assume
that the measurements agree with SM predictions. The special “arm” regions for the Type-II, L and
F are the wrong-sign Yukawa regions. See text for more details.

Here x is d, e in the Type-II, e in the Type-L and d in the Type-F. Therefore, the survival

parameter space at large tan� is reduced significantly in all these three types.

For the Type-II at the upper right panel of Fig. 2, as a result of larger tan� enhancement

from �d,e and small tan� enhancement from �u, the region around tan� = 1 accommo-

– 13 –

 J. Gu, H. Li, Z. Liu, SS, W. Su, 1709.06103 
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Distinguish different types of 2HDMs 
-

Figure 2. 95% C.L. allowed regions in the �i-�j plane (i, j = t(c), b, ⌧, Z) from the tree-level
results under the current LHC limits. Results of Type-I, II, L and F are indicated by the red, green,
blue and orange colors, respectively. The regions outside the solid, dashed and dash-dotted lines in
the corresponding colors indicate the 5� discovery reaches of CEPC, HL-LHC and LHC (300 fb�1).

machines is indicated by crossing arrows with the consistent line styles. Also shown are the

values of cos(� � ↵) and tan� by solid and dashed white contour lines. For the two upper

panels, the overlapping two types in the second and fourth quadrants share the same white

contour lines, whereas for the middle left panel, Type-L and Type-F have the opposite sign

in cos(� � ↵): the labeled values are for Type-L. The white contours in the last three panels

– 9 –

Figure 2. 95% C.L. allowed regions in the �i-�j plane (i, j = t(c), b, ⌧, Z) from the tree-level
results under the current LHC limits. Results of Type-I, II, L and F are indicated by the red, green,
blue and orange colors, respectively. The regions outside the solid, dashed and dash-dotted lines in
the corresponding colors indicate the 5� discovery reaches of CEPC, HL-LHC and LHC (300 fb�1).

machines is indicated by crossing arrows with the consistent line styles. Also shown are the

values of cos(� � ↵) and tan� by solid and dashed white contour lines. For the two upper

panels, the overlapping two types in the second and fourth quadrants share the same white

contour lines, whereas for the middle left panel, Type-L and Type-F have the opposite sign

in cos(� � ↵): the labeled values are for Type-L. The white contours in the last three panels

– 9 –

T. Han, S. Li, SS, W. Su, Y. Wu,  2008.05492
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-

Conclusion

๏ The discovery of Higgs is a remarkable triumph in particle physics 

๏ A light weakly coupled Higgs argues for new physics beyond SM 

๏ Search for new physics calls for both high precision machine and high 
energy machine 

๏ LHC Run II and beyond 

- Higgs precision measurements: mass, width, couplings, CP,… 

๏ Future Higgs factories: FCC-ee, CEPC, ILC/CLIC...  

- Higgs coupling to sub-percent level 

- Higgs self-coupling 10% @ ILC, CLIC 

๏ Implication: model independent (kappa, EFT), model dependent 

๏ Higgs precision measurements complementary to direct search/Z pole 
precision


